Auxiliary Postage Due Stamps

Between 1921 and 1925, during the inflation, a number of auxiliary postage due stamps were issued, by overprinting the harvester stamp with the text PORTO and the new denomination. From these stamps, the 500 K/2 K, 1000 K/2 K, and 2000 K/2 K stamps also exist with forged overprints.

Red Postage Due Stamps of 1926 - 1931

After the new currency was introduced in 1926, a new postage due series in rose red with the numeral in white circle was issued, first with Wmk 133 and two types of perforations; in 1929, the stamps were issued with Wmk 210 and Perf. 15. The second series (J117-J123) exists with two types of paper beside the regular paper: a thicker and thinner paper. All seven stamps of the series exist on the thicker paper, while only the 8, 10, and 16 f stamps exist on the thinner paper. In 1931 some of these stamps were overprinted with new (lower) denominations; from these, the 1)/16 f stamp with Wmk 210 also exists on thinner paper.

III. OFFICIAL STAMPS

Between 1921 and 1924, 31 stamps have been issued with the text HIVATALOS (Official), to be used in the domestic mail by the government offices. From these, the 20 f stamp (02) also exists with inverted center, but it is very rare.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES

A. Freaks
1. Printed on wrinkled paper
2. Printing on both sides: front 1 K, back 35 f
3. Due to uneven pressure during printing, part of the stamp is of lighter color
4. Overprint is in wrong position
5-6. Perforation errors

B. Examples for the Printing errors
7. The 1 f Turul stamp of 1900 without numeral
8. The 25 f Turul stamp of 1906 with F LLER instead of FILLER
9. A pair of 50 f Turul stamps of 1914 with the numeral "35" instead of "50" in the first stamp
10. The 1+2 f stamp of the World War II Relief series with only the "Hadi segely" overprint

11. The 5 K harvester stamp without numerals

12. A block of four of the 600 K harvester stamp; in the stamp at the lower right position, one of the "600" is replaced by "800"

13. The 5000 K Madonna stamp with inverted center

14. The 70 f "Return to Home" stamp without overprint, with the cancellation from Nagymanya

15. The 10 f "South Returns" stamp in pair, one stamp without overprint

16. The 50 f postage due stamp with KOZTARSASAG overprint, with inverted center and inverted overprint
NEWSPAPER TAX STAMPS.
Issues of the Monarchy.

Wmk. 91
Wmkd. "ZEITUNGS-MARKEN" in Double-lined Capitals across the Sheet (91); Unwmkd. from 1871.

Wmk. 132
Wmkd. "kr" in Oval. (132)

Wmk. 133
Type of 1921 Issue.
Wmkd. Four Double Crosses. (133)

Wmk. 135

Wmk. 136
Wmkd. Crown. (136)
Wmk. 137
Wmkd. Double Cross (137) Vert.

Wmk. 210
Types of 1925-27 Issue.
Wmkd.
Double Cross on Pyramid. (210)

Wmk. 266
Types of 1939.
Wmkd. Double Barred Cross,
Wreath and Crown. (266)

Wmk. 283
Wmkd. Double Barred
Cross on Shield, Multiple. (283)